
CIS2360 PRACTICAL
Week 6

Migrations
Database migrations are a unique Rails mechanism with which you may place your data-
base tables under version control (eg. via Subversion or Git) - eg. every time you generate 
a new database table you need to do this by generating a new migration. 

Until the migration has been ran, your Rails model will be defined, but its underlying data-
base table will not have been created.

As we have seen, migrations can be defined whenever a new model is created. They can 
also be created to modify existing tables - eg. maybe a design change mandates that a 
column is added (add_column) or removed (remove_column)?

Various database/migration cheat sheets are available at the following URLs:

• http://dizzy.co.uk/ruby_on_rails/cheatsheets/rails-migrations

• http://garrettsnider.backpackit.com/pub/367902

Questions
1.

a. Implement (either via a scaffold or model generator - see the week 4 teaching mate-
rial!) the following class diagram in Rails:

U S E R

name: string

email: string

dob: datetime

b. Either using your existing Rails code(!) or by writing a specialized method, populate 
your Rails database tables with 1000 random1 entries.
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1 Hint: here are some useful code snippets that I located with a simple Google:
•http://snippets.dzone.com/posts/show/491
•http://stackoverflow.com/questions/88311/how-best-to-generate-a-random-str
ing-in-ruby
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2. Generate a migration to add in an extra column to your User model. The column should 
be titled age and have type integer. Ensure your existing database tables rows are 
populated with valid entries for your new age column.

3.

a. A new customer now wants mailing lists to be kept2. Users may only be members 
of at most one named mailing list. Mailing lists are delivered either hourly, daily, 
weekly or monthly. Generate a new migration to handle this design change. Ensure 
some sample random mailing lists are generated and they are populated with your 
existing database users.

b. What problems do you foresee with allowing users to be members of:

• a fixed number of mailing lists?

• an undetermined number of mailing lists?
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2 Hint: you mind it useful to look over next week’s lecture notes for this question!


